
Coach and FLA Varsity Sports Evaluation 2014-2015 
 

To: FLA Varsity Athletes 

From: Nestor Osorio, Athletic Director 

 

Please provide feedback regarding your coach and the FLA Varsity Sports Program. Your input helps us 

identify program strengths as well as areas for improvement.  

Your responses will be kept confidential. Overall survey results will be shared with coaches and FLA 

Administration. General survey information may be shared with athletes and parents during team 

meetings.  

 

NAME OF HEAD COACH:  
 

CIRCLE YOUR LEVEL OF PLAY:    JV     Varsity 
 

CIRCLE YOUR SPORT:    Golf  Soccer  Basketball Volleyball 
 

1= Needs Improvement  2=Below Average 3=Average 4=Good  5=Excellent 

PRACTICES: At practices, the coach…  

___Was on time 

___Was organized; used time wisely 

___Was patient, displayed self-control and poise 

___Treated athletes fairly 

___Accepted input from athletes; incorporated ideas into practice 

___Allowed athletes to ask questions and voice concerns without fear of recrimination 

___Used humor when appropriate, without making fun or comparing players with others 

___Provided constructive criticism, feedback; Used positive methods to motivate 

___Used team/individual discipline appropriately 

___Prepared athletes well with physical conditioning for competition 

___Provided clear explanations/demonstrations 

___Demonstrated the ability to analyze and correct techniques 

___Conducted “competitive” practice sessions 

___Utilized assistant coaches effectively 

GAMES – At games, the coach… 

___Prior to competition, reminded athletes of varsity privilege and team rules (dress, academics, 

personal behavior, etc.) 

___Utilized scouting reports to prepare the team 

___Discussed strategy before each contest 

___Instilled confidence in team through effective game management 

___Communicated effectively during time-outs; between periods 

___Encouraged Christian Sportsmanship with respect to tactics and strategies 

___Demonstrated control on the sidelines with athletes and officials 

___Exhibited appropriate post-game behavior with athletes, officials, opponents, parents and fans 

___Updated strategy during games 

___Administered fair play 



1= Needs Improvement  2=Below Average 3=Average 4=Good  5=Excellent 

COACH’S CHARACTERISTICS- In general, the coach… 

___Set a Christian Example 

___Incorporated the religious philosophy of the school 

___Provided a safe environment 

___Displayed consistency and decisiveness in actions 

___Praises athletes for positive performances 

___Offers constructive criticism for poor performances using adequate words and body language. 

___Maintains effective individual and team discipline at practice and in games. 

___Provides opportunities for ALL members of the team to play, depending upon their ability and  

effort, while maintaining a competitive squad. 

___Cared about me personally, as well as an athlete 

___Set individual and team goals’ that were realistic and challenging 

___Enhanced my performance through his/her coaching 

___Was rewarding to play for 

 

GENERAL VARSITY PROGRAM 

___The program met the philosophy to teach life lessons and develop the whole person 

___Rate this year’s overall varsity experience 

 

OVERALL 

What did you like the most about the off-season program?  Least?  Suggestions?  

 

 

What would you change about the season? 

 

 

What suggestions would you make to improve the program (short and long range)? 

 

 

Would you come to practice during the summer? Is practice fun for you or do you come because you are 

afraid of not making the team as a result of not coming, even though those practices are not 

mandatory? 

 

 

Have you personally thanked your coach for volunteering his/her time? 

 

 

Athlete’s name (optional)   

 

 

Best way to contact (contact info, optional) 


